
Friends of Classic London Buses of the Fifties
For those actively involved in or supporting the preservation of London buses, coaches and trolleybuses of the past

                                                                                                           
STL 2377 from the London Bus Museum taking part in the route 65 running day on 11 April 2021, photographed by 
Graham Smith. Apologies to Graham for failing to include this photograph in an earlier edition, but his e-mail 
became mislaid in the electronic confusion surrounding No 177. Not sure what the vehicle chasing the STL is, but it's 
probably not going to have as long a life as the it has. Graham and Leon Daniels were the only people to supply 
relevant photos of the event so we shall include some more of Graham's later, Leon's having been published 
already. 

Newsletter 179                                                                   July 2021    

Opening Lines

First of all I would like to thank the many “Friends” who responded to my opening remarks in the 
previous edition of this monthly scandal sheet. I have received a number of offers of help with 
distributing the electronic version of the Newsletter and several messages of support and 
encouragement from people who while they themselves did not feel able to help for one reason or 
another were sympathetic and positive.

I have learned that the firm which prints the Newsletter now has a new machine (it's enormous and 
takes up half the shop) which is more reliable than previous ones but, importantly, is built on modular 
principles such that if it goes wrong, it can be repaired on site without calling in service personnel 
simple by removing the defective bit and replacing it which the printer himself can do in minutes, so 
that is one problem possible solved.

Similarly, when I came to send out the digital version of No 178 which I did with some trepidation, I 
found that all 90 were dispatched in a matter of less than 2 minutes, which always used to be the case, 
so I deduce that the troubles with 177 were of a temporary nature; we shall see. The upshot of all this is
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that I shall continue as before for the time being, but I am grateful for various suggestions and offers of
assistance and may well have to get back to some of you in the future if the system fails again.

On the question of No 177, I understand that even now some people may not have received their digital 
copy. If you are one of those people and let me know I will send you one. I am aware that in some cases 
it has taken up to three attempts to get this done and I still have no idea why. Whatever the problem, 
the so-called “service provider”, which demonstrably failed to provide a service, is not publicising any 
difficulties at their end.

Mystery Photograph No 1 – RT 158

Chris Stanley was, as almost always, quick off the mark and wrote: “The photograph i have seen of it 
dates it as January 1949 and location as Raglan Road, Walthamstow.“

Brian Watkinson had some more details for us:  “RT 158 crashed into a prefab, the photograph has been 
copied and posted on Facebook Groups by Lloyd Rich although it was certainly not his photo..... 

Amongst the sensible comments made, it seems this was at Raglan Road Walthamstow in January 1949. 
Raglan Road is not a recognised bus route, so not in passenger service. 

RT 158 was re-bodied with RT3 "accident float" body 1539 which came off RT 290 in November 1948. 

LT set up a float of accident bodies so that body-damaged RTs could be re-bodied and returned to 
service quickly, the damaged bodies being repaired and kept for the next incident - RT 290 itself 
received a new later RT3/1 non roof-box body 4404 in December 1948. 
 
The original body off RT 158 (1407) was repaired and fitted on a brand new AEC chassis 12/49 to become 
RT 2120. RT 2120 was one of 6 "new" RTs introduced into service on new RT chassis with the remains of 
the Accident Float bodies, all roof-boxed RT3 bodies, The buses were RTs 2116 (green) - RT 2121 inc and 
apparently they "looked totally out of place with their later registrations and early bodies". “

Stephen King, who receives the Newsletter via the London Bus Museum, says: “Mystery Photo of the bus
accident was taken during 1949 in Shernhall Street, Walthamstow and was on a 35 en route to Chingford 
or a 35A en route to High Beach, can’t recall which. “

Mystery Photograph No 2 – The Trolleybus in Winter

Nigel Horder led the comments on this one. “As this picture is in my part of London, and I remember 
shivering in North and West London as a schoolboy chasing the trolleybus routes closure around New 
Year 1962, this photo location, and its time of taking, can be identified without resorting to historic maps
but by using Google maps at its largest resolution and my memory of those very cold days.

The clue to the location is the shop 'Jubilee Products' and the street number '68'. This is the corner of 
Dallen Road (the Southern end of Paddenswick Road) where the trolleybus is on route 660 or 666 about 
to turn left into Glenthorne Road towards Hammersmith as part of its turning at the stand at 
Hammersmith Grove to then return along King Street, turn right into Studland Street, and then left into 
Glenthorne Road to turn right back immediately into Dallen Road at the site of this picture. Google 
maps when enlarged shows number 68 as the last shop on Dallen Road and Google street view shows 
the same architectural features of the building as in the photograph above the current shop.

I would suspect that this picture was taken over the New Year 1962 weekend/Bank Holiday (Saturday 30 
December to Monday 1 January) prior to the last day of operation of routes 660 and 666 on Tuesday 2 
January 1962 when it was very snowy indeed. Stage 13 meant nice shiny new Routemasters (with 
heaters!) started operation on replacement routes 260/266 on Wednesday 3 January 1962.

I cannot see from the photo how you decided the vehicle was K2 class 1212. That vehicle was, at least 
originally, a Stamford Hill depot vehicle and as that depot seemed to keep most of its original allocation
I would expect that that vehicle met its end with all other Edmonton and Stamford Hill vehicles at Stage
11 when the last day of trolleybus operation was on 18 July 1961. The vehicle clearly shows a 'SE' 
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(Stonebridge) depot allocation code, and this plus the fact that the vehicle appears to have 'rounded' 
corners of the front windows on the upper deck, as against the 'right angle' corners of the front 
windows on the upper deck of a K2, brings me to the conclusion that the vehicle is not 1212. The snow 
obliterates the identifying registration number, and the cab side number cannot be seen on the 
reproduced photograph. Stonebridge had allocations of 'rounded' classes L3/N1/N2s around this time, I do
not have detailed allocation records but would make a guess that if some of the number is evident on 
the cab side of the original photo it might have been L3 1412 or 1512 or N1 1612. If none of the number is 
evident then the identity of this vehicle is probably lost for ever.

No doubt others will proffer the same conclusions or better but I hope this adds to the knowledge.”

[In my defence, I did state that I “deduced” the identity of the vehicle. This was based on the fact that 
the picture, sent digitally, had as its title 'DB1212'. DB is clearly Dennis Battams but the number equally  
clearly refers to something else, perhaps the negative in his collection. I do not claim any great expertise
on London's huge trolleybus fleet. - Ed]

Nigel added more later, as follows. “I overlooked one point on the photo which I thought was worth 
exploring - that is the car which followed in the snow.

I hoped that it might be a Riley RM series like the 1947 (small rear window) RMA JGY 880 which my 
father had up to around 1962 . Wonderful cars but which (and I am not a mechanic) I understand had a 
propensity for the big ends to go. On one occasion in the early 1960s I persuaded my father to take a 
school friend and me aircraft spotting at airfields north of London and on the A1 passing De Havilland's 
Hatfield factory one of those new-fangled little Minis went roaring past. A challenge was then made to 
my father that we bet he could not beat that Mini whereupon he put his foot down. After a very short 
time, when the car was going at good speed (60-70 mph in those days), the big end made its presence 
known with a very loud knocking noise - much to my father's consternation and, probably, regret at the 
huge cost (to him) which that indicated. I think we limped home at a very slow pace.

However, having studied the front of the vehicle in the photo, and compared it with the front of Riley 
RMs I don't think it was one as the headlamps, particularly, appear to be quite separate between the 
wing and engine whereas on the Riley they were almost blended into the bodywork. A more likely 
candidate would be an up to 1949 Rover (prior to the P4 and later rounded bodywork cars) or a Citroen 
Light 15 (or larger).

No doubt others might comment and have better knowledge of post-war cars, which it undoubtedly 
was.”

George Moon was next to comment. “I was interested to see this photo, being particularly interested in 
trolleybuses and a member of the LTPS. From the snow it was evidently taken just before Stage 13 of the
conversion programme, effective 3rd January 1962. 

On looking at the photo and the records in the relevant TLB Extras published by LOTS, I knew that the 
vehicle could not be K2 class 1212 as it was withdrawn in July 1961 (at the same time as 1201, which we 
subsequently rescued for preservation) and sold to Cohen's that September. The chromed rear hubs, 
sidelights built into the front dash and styling of the streamlined upper-deck rain shields pointed to an 
N1 AEC, so 1212 is probably an error for 1612 which was withdrawn at Stage 13 in January 1962. 

I hadn't a clue where it was so I consulted the Oracle (Hugh Taylor) who tells me that the photo was 
taken on 31st December 1961 and the location is Dalling Road, turning left into Glenthorne Road, W.6. 1612
is bound for Hammersmith and almost certainly on route 660 which was operated by Colindale and 
Stonebridge depots, though I cannot quite see if it is carrying CE or SE plates. I expect the original print 
will be clearer. Route 667 which also reached Hammersmith was by then worked by L3 class vehicles 
after the sale of the Q1s to Spain. 

At least one enterprising driver (presumably) had the initiative to write the service number with fingers 
in the snow on the front dash of his bus during the freak weather, which must have helped intending 
passengers. 
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Thank you for this puzzle, and I enjoyed trying to find help to solve it! 

I was interested to see the two RLHs at WOODFORD WELLS, HORSE AND WELL as it used to be 
described on the blinds of the buses that occasionally turned there, as between 1958 and 1965 I attended
Bancroft's School just a couple of hundred yards down the road.”

Now we all know that, as George states, the oracle on this subject is Hugh Taylor who sets the record 
straight succinctly. “Information and misinformation. This is not trolleybus 1212; that vehicle was sold for
scrap on 30.8.61. Denis was out and about On 31st December 1961 with this photo being taken that day. It 
is trolleybus 1612 which belongs to Stonebridge depot and is at the junction of Dalling Road with 
Glenthorne Road at Ravenscourt Park while working on either route 660 or 666. Next! “

I am sure there will be a “Next” in due course.

Slightly Less Mystery Photo
                                                                                                          Alan Kinsman
I’m probably not the first to offer this [You were, indeed, the only one – Ed.], but the picture of RTL 1023
featured in Newsletter 178 was taken in Rue Adolphe Garilland, Le Péage-de-Roussillon, France 38550, 
about 25 miles south of Lyon. 

Attached are two pictures from Google Earth that show the location in July 2018, and an indication of 
where the town is. It’s possible it was en route to Switzerland, but seems more likely to have been 
headed for the South of France. 

[You would struggle to get an RTL through there today. I made the comment about Switzerland because 
the bus was apparently in Isère, whose capital is Grenoble (nice place, that, where the local buses are 
run by the Voie Ferrée du Dauphiné which used to be a metre-gauge railway) and would be on the way 
to La Suisse. However, Le Péage-de-Roussillon is only just in the extreme west of Isère and if it had 
managed to be on the other side of the Rhône would be in Ardèche, so I agree the RTL was probably 
heading for the South of France. - Ed]
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[The Newsletter is a mine of information, some of it quite useful; almost makes the aggravation of 
churning it out each month worthwhile! I would have gone down the other bank of the river, stopped off
at Tournon and had a trip on the Chemin de Fer du Vivarais – articulated Mallet locos hauling 17-coach 
trains back then – superb!]
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Seats
                                                                                                              David Thrower
One of the ticking time-bombs in our buses, something that perhaps hasn't had much coverage in these 
pages, is seats. Our seats suffer two principal problems, fading of moquette from the sun, and decaying 
of the Dunlopillo filling, possibly from summer heat.

Now I don't know about you, but I can live with a degree of fading of moquette. Our buses are old, and 
even when in service there was a degree of fading from sunlight. It is a matter of personal preference, 
but I quite like the interior of buses to look "in service" rather than "as new". So, although I cannot cope 
with rips in the fabric, or threadbare patches, I am quite happy to have seats that have something of a 
sepia hue about them. - up to a point!

But the decay in the Dunlopillo filling has become an ever greater problem, particularly after having 
owned my buses for up to four decades. Seats that were once quite adequate have apparently 
degenerated quite a lot further. 

I was always re-shuffling the seats (I always had more seat cushions and backs than I needed), to try to 
weed out the cushions that were furthest-gone. The system came under repeated strain each time I 
bought another bus, and finally reached crisis-point when John Hammel and I bought Saunders RT 3955, 
which was a caravan in France, and a very derelict one at that. John and I, between us, already had a bus-
full of spare seat cushions and backs, but although the backs were pretty fair, if a little unyielding in 
places, there were numerous cushions that, when you sat on them, sounded as though you had just sat 
on a sack of cornflakes. Scrunch!!

So the dreaded third lockdown provided an opportunity to have a rolling programme of re-stuffing. 
Luckily I have a very friendly and helpful coach trimmer within walking distance, and so getting started 
wasn't a problem even when there were travel restrictions. The deal was that, to keep costs down, I 
would remove the two wooden locating-bars under each seat, plus the thin wooden battens that hold 
the hessian underside covers in place, plus the hessian, and then "undress" the moquette and leather on 
the underside, so the entire covering could then be eased-off, saving the coach trimmer vast amounts of
time.

Removing the two thick battens was usually easy, after I had rediscovered the unscrewing slots with a 
mini-hacksaw, but a number of the bolts holding them in place were, annoyingly, captive from the seat 
interiors, so had to be ground-off. If you do this, watch out for stray sparks getting inside the seat. It is 
best to park any such seats afterwards, on the floor and well away from other seats, buses and anything
else, for a period, as there is a definite if theoretical fire risk. Just to be on the safe side.

Removing the thin battens was by either unscrewing them if they were brass screws, or chiselling them 
off if they were steel screws, with a large screwdriver and pin-hammer, due to the rustiness of the 
screws. But the real pest was extracting hundreds (eventually, thousands, as I was doing 40 cushions) of 
tiny tin-tacks. Obviously, power-driven staplers hadn't been invented when these cushions were made. 
The cushions were then ready to go off to the trimmers.

Even with all this preparation, the cost was £45 per cushion, so isn't cheap, one-third of this being the 
charge for the bought-in new foam. This comes from some supplier somewhere, pre-cut to the size and 
sloping profile. The coach trimmer has also very helpfully tidied-up other elements, such as where 
stitching across leather joins had come or was coming apart, and in a few cases he has replaced damaged
moquette (I loaned him a roll of new moquette, bought several years ago from David Cooper in 
Towcester) or replaced cracked-up leather completely. 

Incidentally, all this was an opportunity to treat all leather with brown shoe-cream. It's more expensive 
than shoe polish but seems to do a better job. The results were pleasing enough for me to decide to 
treat all my bus seats, as leather can gradually turn to cardboard if it dries out. Car enthusiasts use 
Connolly's hide food; anyone tried this on their seats?

One discovery was that, when undressed from underneath, peeling back the moquette almost invariably 
revealed a second layer of moquette and leather, the seats having been re-covered at some stage in 
their LT lives. I had expected this on the odd one, but to find this was the case on almost all was a big 
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surprise. Usually, the hidden layer of moquette had been slashed or ripped by passengers. I would have 
thought the savings from re-trimming an old seat compared with simply making a new one (albeit 
needing additional foam and plywood) weren't that great, but doubtless someone in LT had worked that 
one out. [Probably quicker just to stick another cover on - Ed]

The repaired seats have had their moquette re-stapled onto the plywood base. I have not reinstated the 
hessian or thin battens as I could not see the point of doing so. Indeed, I don't understand the point of 
them being there in the first place. The hessian doesn't even stop decayed rubber from falling on the 
bus floor (the bane of my life) as there is often no hessian where the breather-holes in the plywood are.
Repaired seats with new foam are notably lighter in weight than the old Dunlopillo ones.

One important point, if you embark on this exercise. London Transport was very thorough, and so it 
made the thick locating battens underneath non-interchangeable. It did this by making the distance 
between the bolt-holes marginally different, by a couple of millimetres. So, on the first few cushions, 
when the coach trimmer accidentally flipped-round the plywood base the other way around, with the 
leather trim then being re-attached at the wrong end, the holes were in the wrong place, and it was a 
nuisance having to re-drill them accurately. So subsequent plywood bases all had "leather end" marked 
on them in chalk, to avoid this error. The boat-shaped locating batten has to be re-fitted precisely spot-
on, or a gap will be left between the cushion and the back when re-fitted. A lot of time was wasted in 
getting this right!

Incidentally, I had absolutely no trouble finding 40 scrunchy cushions! There were also a couple of real 
oddities, where the original Dunlopillo foam had been replaced by LT perhaps in the early 1970s and had 
subsequently set like rock, a sort of giant meringue, with no "give" at all.

Exactly how old were all these cushions? Well, the upper deck of Nick Baxter's and my RML 2452 is 
fitted with entirely original RM cushions, heavily-cleaned, and none of those are scrunchy. So it is my 
assumption that my RM (burgundy) seats are 1960s foam, and that almost all the RT Dunlopillo ones 
therefore really do date back to the early 1950s. If that's the case, then they have done very well. But I 
think that lovely "RT smell" when you board your bus, which we all recall from the 1970s, actually is 
decaying rubber......

Whatever, I feel it has been a couple of thousand pounds well spent. The Saunders doesn't look any 
different inside, but it's lovely to sit down without the "scrunch".

The costs of retrimming backs would be rather more expensive, I assume, and as mentioned they seem 
to suffer less from decay. So they can be left as they are.

I'd be interested to hear what other owners' experiences have been with re-stuffing or complete re-
trimming. I heard a quote last week that a full re-trim of an RML-sized provincial bus was £7,000.......

[Editorial comment: I mentioned some while ago that RT 1018 also had seats with two lots of covers per 
seat so clearly a “quick repair” at Aldenham involved simply fitting a fresh cover over the old one. I have 
been re-stuffing some of my seats with foam recovered from seats “found” in a bus at a local scrap-
yard which I am sure will be worthless to the scrap men so I haven't bothered to negotiate a price..... 
They do not conform exactly to the size and shape of an RT seat but can be cut and persuaded to go 
into place. I use saddle-soap on my leather; it's colourless, “feeds” the leather and is readily obtainable. 
Seat backs are very complex constructions and I have no doubt they would cost much more than the 
bases to re-stuff, but it appears that I may have to find out before too long as some of 1018's are getting
a bit ancient. If anyone is in need of old RT seats for repairing, to make up a float, or anything else, I 
have quite a few in my stores, the only drawback being that my stores is here in Wigan and you would 
have to collect them or make some arrangement with a carrier. I am now faced with doing both “bits” of 
both 1018's longitudinal seats on the lower deck and the T-shaped seat back in the “cosy corner” 
upstairs. - Ed]

RT 50 Celebration
                                                                                                         David Thrower
I greatly enjoyed, if that is not an inappropriate word, Geoff Hudspith's memories of Peter Gomm. Peter 
has left a big gap in our lives that will never be filled.
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Just on the point about where the suggestion about holding the RT 50 event came from, it was from me.
I didn't have any input into the planning or operation of that complex event, the credit was all down to 
Peter, John and Sandy Gray, Geoff himself, and their teams of people, plus of course the London 
Transport Museum (and, I suspect, some influential people behind the scenes). So I am certainly not 
claiming any credit, it was just an idea.

The idea came about because I felt that those of us grinding away on restoring our buses in sometimes 
grim conditions, all over the UK, needed to have something to aim for "on the far shore". I can 
remember the precise situation. It was at the Bury Transport Museum, then a very unrestored 1840s 
goods shed, and I was restoring the filthy area under the stairs, by lamps, on ex-Lesney RT 2794. I think I
was paint-stripping the entire area, and thinking "why didn't I just collect stamps like everybody else?" 
So the point of RT 50 was to have something to motivate one to keep going! Peter et al did the rest. 

Above: Graham Smith's photograph of RF 395 taking part in the Route 65 Running Day on 11 April. The 
bus has an interesting route and destination display.

Polytrol

In Newsletter 166 Peter Comfort referred to the above product and we illustrated MB 90's hub caps 
before and after treatment with this magic fluid. I had never heard of it but I did some very basic 
research (possibly on Amazon) at the time and found it to be pretty costly; certainly far more than I 
was prepared to shell out in order to make RT 1018's AEC badges look like almost new again. I then more
or less forgot about the whole thing until recently when for reasons not connected with RTs I cleaned 
up a couple of spare AEC hub caps from my stores, only to find that they wouldn't fit the vehicle I had 
hoped to donate them to. A clue here may be that it claims to be an AEC Reliance, but may not be, and 
it has appeared in the Newsletter... Anyway, these items were less pristine than 1018's, having minor bits 
of aluminium missing round the badges, which were the old enamel type screwed on. I then thought 
that with 1018 getting ready for her paint job I owed it to her to do something about her hub caps which 
have the plastic badges which go tatty with time. I put “Polytrol” into a search engine and found their 
web-site, which in turn told me that I could buy a 100 ml sample of the product for £6 delivered. That is
more than enough, so I did and it arrived the next day by DHL – wonderful service! I thought I would 
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inform everyone about this so if you are so inclined you too can get a sample and smarten up your hub 
cap badges. www.owatroldirect.co.uk/product/polytrol/ will find them.

Wheel Nut Guard Rings

Little did I know what I was starting with a simple request about these things in the previous edition. 
Soon after dispatching the Newsletters, I decided to 'do a Polytrol' and try an on-line search. This had 
some curious results including a link to some for sale on eBay which had been sold months earlier (so 
why bother...?) and another to a firm of metal-spinners who claimed to manufacture them, but it turned 
out no longer do so, preferring to stick to Atkinson ones and possibly another which I forget. Bother – a 
dead end! Then I remembered that long ago a firm called Hydrajaws used to advertise these and other 
AEC items, so again I looked up their web-site to find no mention at all of anything like that, only their 
main products which are concerned with strength testing in the construction industry. Bother, etc.! A 
day or two later I again put “AEC wheel nut guard rings” into a search engine and got a link to – 
Hydrajaws! Sure enough, they had a page full of the same accessories they used to advertise years ago. 
An e-mailed enquiry produced an unbelievably rapid response, they did indeed still supply them and 
sent me a pro-forma invoice. Paid by telephone (that's all they take these days), this resulted in next-
day delivery. Wonderful.

Subsequently, I received an e-mail from Simon “Squirrel Preservation” Austin advising that he can supply
them but by then I had already ordered the Hydrajaws ones; sorry, Simon. I also had an e-mail from 
Peter Comfort with a handy link to Hydrajaws, but by then I had tracked them down myself, but it's 
always good to know that people do read this thing and are helpful.

So much for supply. These, together with hub caps as mentioned above, must be one of the few items 
on an AEC vehicle which would have been the same in, say, the 1930s as they were at the end of 
production in 1979. You might think so......... Hub caps come in at least four variations for a start, and while 
the nut guard rings appear unchanged, there are at least two versions, with or without small distance 
pieces welded to the rear. I have a few old rings in my collection (probably rescued from scrap yards), 
none of them in especially good enough shape to put on my dear old RT and one of these has the 
distance pieces fitted. Almost all the rings are chrome-plated but one has some sort of much duller 
silver-coloured plating (cadmium?). A couple of them have a part number stamped on, but most don't. 
The interesting bit is the way they are fitted to the wheel hubs. As we probably all know, the RT and RF
(and I assume the RLH) have the rings fitted directly to the three threaded bosses on the hub by 
setscrews, or bolts if you aren't technical. (Bolts are not threaded for the full length of the shank; 
setscrews are, in case you were wondering.) RTLs have the AEC wheel nut guard ring fitted in place of 
the original Leyland ones because LT liked to standardise things, and in this case they fit onto short 
studs, probably the original Leyland ones which would have been needed for the Leyland rings. I imagine 
RTWs are the same. A quick look at David Thrower's RML in the museum at St Helens revealed that the 
rings on that vehicle apparently should have a distance piece fitted, but his don't, and the rings are again 
fixed by setscrews, slightly longer compared to an RT, with the ring held tightly against the wheel nut 
studs – this practice possibly accounts for one or two of mine with dents in the surface where the end 
of the wheel stud had been forced against the inner surface of the ring. Incidentally, LT decided that 
while chrome plating looked nice, when the rings got tatty they would be stove-enamelled in wheel 
colour – Indian red or Lincoln green – to save the expense of re-chroming.

Having pinched 1018's rings from SM 125 (actually, it was a straight swap) I was of course aware that on 
the Swift/Merlin there is again the use of a stud to fix the ring, similar, but probably with different 
threads, to those on the RTLs. At this stage I thought I would look at other AEC vehicles in the museum.
We have the only Crossley Regent V ever built, which is of course an AEC with a different radiator 
badge. On this, the rings fix as per the RT and RF, directly to the hub. Our Reliances, in contrast, utilise 
studs, but these studs are shorter than those used on the Swifts. By this time I had become perhaps 
excessively interested in these things (Hands up who said “obsessed”?) so I examined vehicles of other 
makes, too. I was amazed to find that our W-registered Dennis Dominator has its front hubs drilled and 
tapped such that if we wanted to, we could fit it with AEC wheel nut rings or maybe Leyland ones – 
what on earth was that all about? I don't recall ever seeing one of these vehicles with any sort of nut 
guard ring fitted. Strangest of all, however, was my splendid Maltese “AEC Reliance”. This has an Eaton 
front axle of American manufacture, and I have mentioned in the past that the wheel studs use a 
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different thread form from that used in the UK, but the hubs also are drilled and tapped (in this case, 
3/8 UNF if anyone cares) and can be equipped with AEC rings; I shall naturally do just that.

It shows that even something as mundane and apparently unchanged as these simple things can repay 
some study and that there is more to them than most of us probably believe.

Above: In the last Newsletter we included an item from John Clarke about the supply of garage running 
number stencils. John has sent in this photograph of GS 32 “as found” and which he subsequently very 
thoroughly restored. He comments: “This is where I came in.”

Minutes of Meetings supplied by Tony Beard
London Transport

Bus Allocation Advisory Sub-Committee
Minutes of a Special Meeting (No 7) held on Tuesday 9 November 1948

at 55 Broadway SW1

Present: Mr Burnell (in the Chair)
Messrs.Barrett

Counihan
Haines
Harbour
Jones
Lennard
Mayhew 
Staples

Secretary Mr Shaw Scott

39.9.48 Special Meeting

Mr Burnell explained that this meeting had been called to discuss the allocation to 
garages of 200 Bristol double deck buses which would shortly be coming to London 
Transport in order to tide over the anticipated shortage of vehicles in 1949.
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40.9.48 200 Bristol Buses

The Chairman indicated that negotiations had been finally concluded between the British
Transport Commission and Thomas Tilling Ltd for the acquisition of the bus undertakings
in the Tilling Group by the Commission. An immediate result of this was an investigation 
into the availability of the Tilling undertakings to assist London in its difficulty at the 
present time and next year due to delays in deliveries of new buses.

The Tilling undertakings were willing to hire 200 new double deck buses to London for a 
year: deliveries had been arranged to commence early in December and continue at the 
rate of 8/9 per week until May/June 1949. the buses would come to London direct from 
the manufacturers in the liveries of the companies to which they belonged. All would 
have the same Bristol chassis with either AEC or Gardner oil engines (approximately 
equally divided) and clash gear boxes. 44 would have normal 45-seater “high-bridge” 
bodies (all identical except for livery) and 156 would have 55-seater “low-bridge” bodies 
having the offside gangway in the upper deck as used in the provinces and on a few 
London Transport routes in low bridges.

The intention was to use these buses as part of the normal bus fleet of London 
Transport for the purpose of replacing shortages of service vehicles arising from the 
difficult position in which the engineers were placed due to delays in deliveries of new 
vehicles. Ten of the low-loaders were required by the Country Bus Department leaving 
190 to be allocated to the garages in the Central Area. In view of the early arrival of the 
first of the new Bristols, the Chairman stressed the urgency of agreeing an allocation.

41.9.48 Central Area Allocation of 190 Bristol Buses

The representatives of the T & GW Union signified their acceptance of the allocation of 
these buses to the Central Area and suggested that they should be divided more or less 
equally between the 26 parent garages for distribution between the parent and 
subsidiary garages in each group and that they should be loaned between groups to cover
local temporary shortages.

The matter was freely discussed and reference was made to the relationship between 
the new Bristols (which would of course work all day in the usual way) and hired 
coaches. It was pointed out that, as numbers of Bristols built up, increasing numbers of 
the hired coaches would become extras this paving the way for diminution of numbers of
the hired coaches as the service bus position improves. Some reallocation of the hired 
coaches would inevitably follow the introduction of the Bristols.

It was agreed that as a general principle (subject to local adjustment in the light of 
particular circumstances) that 190 Bristols would be distributed within the Central Area 
of the basis of 7 per parent garage. The allocation in the early stage, being alternately 
between garages in the south and east; due regard to be had to the rate of intake of type
of engine (AEC and Gardner): thus ensuring as far as possible only one type of engine 
being allocated to each parent shed.

42.9.48 Country Area Allocation of 10 Bristol Buses

Mr Harbour stated that the Country Area operated 30 low-bridge double-deckers, many 
of which were old and either being overhauled or in need of early overhaul attention, 
with the result that frequent deficiencies were being experienced on low-bridge services 
which could only be met by operating single-deckers. Since these routes were operated 
on half-hour frequencies the loss of seating capacity was serious and caused much 
hardship to the public.

In view of the Central bus position, Mr Harbour refrained from asking for more than 10 
low-bridge Bristols which he proposed to allocated to Reigate and Amersham. It was 
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noted that Reigate would assist Godstone and Addlestone Garages when they were short
of low-bridge vehicles.

The representatives of the T & GW Union accepted the proposals in regard to the 
Country Area and the matter of dates of delivery in relation to the Central Area 
requirements were discussed following which it was agreed that 10 Bristol low-bridge 
buses should be allocated to the Country Area and that 5 should be delivered the 
second week in December and the second 5 should be delivered at the end of February.

43.9.48 Allocation of 4Q4 Single Deckers

The position of the 5 4Q4 buses (ex-Country Area) at West Green was discussed in view 
of the difficulties of reallocation elsewhere, except to Dalston to which 2 4Q4 buses 
have been delivered since the last meeting. It was noted that only seven vehicles were 
now involved instead of eleven (as per Minute 37.9.48 of the previous meeting) on 
account of the Country Bus Area being unable to release the remainder. It was finally 
agreed that the seven 4Q4 buses should be allocated to Dalston garage for operation of 
Route 208A, subject to confirmation by the District Superintendent at Dalston.

Note: The allocation has now been made.

44.9.48 Allocation of SRT (STL Conversion) Buses

In view of the height of the new SRT buses (identical with the RT) which precluded their 
allocation to STL garages at which roof raising operations had been given the minimum 
priority, it was clear that SRTs could not necessarily be sent to garages from which STLs 
had been withdrawn for conversion. It was therefore agreed that a provisional schedule 
of allocation should be prepared for further discussion.

45.9.48 Leyland TD Single Deck Buses

It was noted that deliveries of the new Leyland TD type single deckers were now 
proceeding. In the first instance Hornchurch Garage had received these new oil-engined 
buses. The following allocation of the first 24 TDs was agreed:

Hornchurch 4 For routes 247 (2 buses) and 250 (2 buses) 
Enfield 14 For routes 205 (6 buses) and 242 (8 buses)
Hornchurch 6 For routes 247, 248 and 250 (2 buses each)

On 13 January 1949, Burnell wrote to the Secretary of the Central Bus Section of the T&G W U stating 
that it was necessary to make arrangements for the allocation of a few more TDs. As a result of 
discussions an agreement had been reached the previous day that four new vehicles would be sent to 
Harrow Weald Garage as and when they were available. However, despite Union representation, it was 
not possible to make a further allocation to Kingston Garage until an easement had been obtained 
regarding the weight restriction on Walton Bridge. In consequence after sending nine to Hanwell, four 
would be sent to Harrow Weald but in the meantime, if the MOT decided that the vehicles could use 
Walton Bridge, then Kingston would be dealt with before Harrow Weald.

London Transport

Department of the Chief Mechanical Engineer (Road Services)

Note Re: Bus Allocation Advisory Sub-Committee 7 January 1949

At the end of 1946, the long-promised RT – standard post war-vehicle first ordered in 1945 – was far 
from ready for service. Other operators appeared to be getting new buses whereas London Transport’s 
large fleet of old vehicles, which should have been replaced in 1941/42 showed no signs of being retired, 
thereby causing the drivers and conductors much concern.
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When the new buses at last began to be delivered in mid-1947, all garages wanted RTs on all routes and 
it was apparent that a firm programme of allocation involving long-term planning must be submitted to 
the T & G W U representatives, who, having agreed it, would have to play their part in ensuring that the 
allocation was not jeopardised by irresponsible local action

There were a number of requirements in planning a replacement programme and the most important 
were the desirability of turning complete routes over to RT buses to avoid their running against old 
types of lower performance characteristics; desirability of concentrating the new buses into as few 
garages as possible in the early stages due to shortages of servicing tools and spare parts; training of 
drivers on the new type was essential and, therefore, the programme of allocations must be known well
in advance of their implementation and must not be varied or buses would be in the hands of untrained 
drivers.

These requirements were explained to the Union’s representatives who were also fully advised of the 
reason for further delays in the deliveries of new vehicles. From time to time these representatives 
made suggestions which could be embodied within the framework of the programme as a whole. As a 
result, the allocation of the new buses proceeded along sound lines so that, with one exception, the 
allocations agreed upon at meetings of the Sub-Committee have always taken effect exactly as planned.
In consequence the completion of routes has been effected with the utmost speed and the minimum of
confusion has resulted from a changeover involving 2,700 buses.

At an early stage of deliveries of the new buses, local action did present difficulties in that buses 
intended for two routes from one garage were split up over four routes with the result that no route 
was complete and the new buses were running against almost every other type of bus in service. This 
was the matter for discussion at a meeting of the Sub-Committee when it was stressed that such 
irresponsible action had already lead to chaos and could not be tolerated. It is to the credit of all 
concerned that such a happening has not been repeated and that a degree of standardisation has been 
quietly achieved which is unique in recent history.

Problems of apportionment of new buses between the Central and Country Bus Departments came 
before the Sub-Committee and were amicably and equitably settled as were the many temporary 
difficulties arising from the reallocation of displaced vehicles.

The facts were always presented to the Sub-Committee in full detail and reasons were advanced for all 
suggestions and actions by both sides. Misconceptions were swept away and the Union’s 
representatives, aware of the short and long term planning, were able to persuade their branches to 
show patience in waiting and good sense in operating the new vehicles.

From the Minutes of the Engineering Committee Meeting No 29 held on 12 February 1934
(note: there were no issues relating to street transport recorded in the minutes for meeting 28) 

Special Expenditure Requisition
The following Special Expenditure Requisition was submitted for approval and the signature of the Vice 
Chairman:

F32 for the construction of one three-axle trolley bus generally in accordance with Drawing No. RS2D-
103 and one two-axle trolley bus generally in accordance with Drawing No RS 2D-104, as experimental 
vehicles with a view to determining the most satisfactory type for adoption in the future, at a total cost
of £5,088, the work to be executed by the General Manager (Tramways). This was approved.

Plan for Signature

The following plan, having been signed and approved by the officers concerned, was submitted for 
signature and approved by the Vice Chairman:

Chelverton Road Garage – Reconstruction

Drawing No 1506F showing plans, elevations and sections of the proposed reconstruction of 
Chelverton Road Garage.
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Charing Cross Embankment – Proposed Coach Station

Further to an earlier Minute, Mr Cooper submitted drawing No 3357B showing the plan of the proposed 
coach station on the site of the existing booking hall at Charing Cross and consequential reconstruction 
of the booking hall. It was decided:

(a) that the drawing be revised to show accommodation for two lines of coaches only, one in
each direction, and omission of the proposed lay-by. The area so released would be used 
for pavements on either side of the coach station to facilitate the movement of 
passengers in and out of the booking hall and of pedestrian traffic between Villiers 
Street and the Embankment.

(b) that Mr Cooper should investigate the possibility of a proposal to provide an 
auxiliary booking office and entrance staircases adjoining the existing exit 
staircases at the east end of the station.

(c) that when the drawing has been revised by decision (a) above, a copy should be 
submitted to the Assistant Commissioner of Police and his views on the proposals 
ascertained.

Assumed Lives of Omnibuses

Mr Durrant submitted a memorandum dated 10 February, reviewing the considerations which determine 
whether it would be desirable to adopt a 10-year or 12-year life for standard type omnibuses, Central 
Area. The Vice-Chairman gave Mr Durrant instructions to prepare a revised and abbreviated 
memorandum for submission to the Chairman.

Retrimming of Seats in Standard “6” Type Omnibuses

Further to an earlier Minute, Mr Durrant submitted a memorandum dated 9 February setting out 
alternative proposals for the retrimming of ST, LT and T omnibuses and indicating that the original 
proposals submitted, involving retrimming with Dunlop Latex rubber filling for seats and squab backs 
and upholstering in rep moquette would prove the most economical proposal.

It was decided that of the 2064 ST, LT and T type omnibuses which were trimmed with large spring 
fillings and upholstered in beige moquette during 1929 and 1930, 500 be retrimmed during 1934 with 
Dunlop latex rubber filling upholstered in rep moquette, at a cost of approximately £26,000, to be 
charge to Maintenance Account and that subject to confirmation each year, the remainder be similarly 
dealt with at the rate of 500 vehicles per annum.

Omnibuses Transferred from Messrs Tillings – Standardisation

Mr Durrant submitted a memorandum dated 10 February recommending that certain work be carried out
in connection with the overhaul of omnibuses transferred from Messrs Tillings in order to bring them 
up to the standard maintained by the Board. It was decided:

(a) that the following alterations and additions to omnibuses transferred from 
Messrs Tilling should be carried out on the number shown below, as and 
when they come in for overhaul.

Bodies

Description No. of
Vehicles 

Cost
£

Centre platform stanchion 195 223
Front bulkhead mounting and body bracket 195 179
Fixing emergency saws and clips 291   38
Fitment of side service number stencils and clips 291  108
Running number slides and stencils 291  276
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Chassis

Clutch conversion 291 555
Silencer conversion 291 181
Front wheel roller races 291 554

(b) that the proposed fitment of front and rear destination boxes on 84 STL 
type and 195 ST type omnibuses transferred from Messrs Tilling, at a total 
cost of £4,874 be carried out, only as and when the winding gear of the 
existing destination indicators required replacement.

Slough Garage

Mr Durrant reported that the garage at Slough transferred from the LGOC had been taken over on 7 
February by the Department of Country Omnibuses and reopened.

Miscellaneous Omnibuses in Store

Mr Durrant reported that he had received advice from the Comptroller and Accountant and the 74 
open-top NS omnibuses and the 47 covered-top omnibuses referred to earlier were fully provided for 
under the LGOC Reserve Account at 30 June 1933; that of the 14 K type omnibuses, four were fully 
covered by 30 June 1933 while in respect of the remaining ten, there was a shortage of £3,033 which had 
been reduced to £2,528 (representing 2 1/2 years unexpired life) at 31 December 1933.

This was noted and it was decided that the 74 open-top NS omnibuses, the 47 covered-top NS 
omnibuses and14 double-deck K type omnibuses in question be scrapped.

Office of the Technical Officer – Additional Draughtsman

Mr Durrant reported that in the past certain drawing office work for the Department of the Engineer, 
Central Omnibuses, had been undertaken by the AEC and that as this arrangement was no longer 
desirable, it would be necessary to employ an additional draughtsman in the office of the Technical 
Officer.

It was accordingly decided that the establishment of the office of the Technical Officer be increased by 
one draughtsman but the appointment would only be made from outside should a suitable draughtsman
for the particular class of work to be undertaken is not available from the Board’s present employees.

From the Minutes of the Engineering Committee Meeting No 30 held on 19 February 1934

Special Expenditure Requisitions

The following Special Expenditure Requisitions were submitted for the approval and signature of the 
Vice Chairman:

(a) D21 for the execution of miscellaneous garage improvements at a cost of £2,405, the work to be 
executed by the Engineer (Central Omnibuses) and the Chief Engineer in accordance with 
previous discussion. This was approved.

(b) G104 for alterations to the existing Plan Room at 55 Broadway to accommodate additional 
drawings transferred from other offices and the provision of new plan cases and a sprinkler 
installation at a cost of £900, the work to be executed by the Chief Engineer.

Charing Cross Embankment - Proposed Coach Station

Mr Cooper submitted a drawing showing a plan of the proposed coach station on the east side of the 
booking offices at Charing Cross and consequential reconstruction of the booking hall, revised as 
previously requested to provide for two lines of coaches only without a layby.
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This was agreed as suitable for preliminary negotiation with the Police and it was decided:

(a) that the drawing be referred to the General Manager (Country Omnibuses) 
                in order that he may obtain the views of the Assistant Commissioner of 

     Police upon the scheme.

(b) that if it is decided to proceed with the scheme, the drawing being revised to limit the
high position of the roof to the two coach lines only and to show glass screens with 
sliding doors between the coach station and the booking hall.

Assumed Lives of Omnibuses

Mr Durrant submitted a revised memorandum, dated 16 February, reviewing the considerations which 
should determine whether it is desirable to adopt a 10-year and 12-year life for standard omnibuses in 
the Central Area.

Subject to the addition of a note showing the depreciation per car mile for NS type and Standard T type
omnibuses, on the basis of a 10-year life and 12-year life; this was approved for submission to the 
Chairman’s meeting.

Omnibus Replacement Programme

Consideration was given to a memorandum, dated 17 February submitted by Mr Durrant, setting out 
particulars of the additional number of men which it would be necessary to employ at Chiswick Works 
in order to raise the output of the new omnibuses temporarily fixed at 6 per week by a previous 
decision to seven or eight per week.

It was decided that arrangements be made, in conjunction with the AEC as manufacturers of the chassis,
for the rate of output of new omnibuses to be raised permanently to eight per week and that in order 
to secure this output of bodies, 70 additional men be employed at Chiswick Works (Coach Factory) on a 
temporary basis to be replaced by regular staff as and when released from the additional work now in 
hand on omnibuses transferred to the Board from independent undertakings and that Mr Durrant should
report particulars of these arrangements for confirmation at the next meeting of the Board.

Omnibuses Transferred from C H Pickup – Fitment of Covered Tops

In accordance with a recommendation submitted by Mr Durrant, it was decided that the five open-top 
AEC Omnibuses constructed in 1932, which have been transferred from C H Pickup to the Board, should 
be fitted with covered tops at an approximate cost of £225 each. A Special Expenditure Requisition 
would be submitted.

Transfer of Vehicles from Central Omnibuses to Country Omnibuses

Mr Durrant reported that the General Manager (Country Omnibuses) desired to take on loan from the 
Central Omnibuses, seven Titan omnibuses and one Maudslay omnibus for operation in the Gravesend 
area and that the vehicles in question could be spared for the purpose.

It was decided that if the vehicles in question were transferred to the Department of Country 
Omnibuses, the transaction must be in the form of a permanent transfer and not of a loan and further 
that, before approval is given to the proposal, the General Manager (Country Omnibuses) should submit 
to the Vice-Chairman a report explaining the need for these vehicles.

Garage Reconstruction Programme

Further to an earlier Minute, Mr Durrant submitted a memorandum dated 16 February, signed on behalf 
of himself and by the Operating Manager (Central Omnibuses), setting out the proposals of their 
respective departments as to the order in which the reconstruction of garages should be undertaken 
together with an agreed list of garages at which partial modernisation was required, recommended for 
execution at the rate of three depots per annum. It was decided:
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(a) that provisionally the complete reconstruction of garages at the rate of 
   one per annum should be undertaken in the following order:

Chelverton Road
Hammersmith (subject to the Chiswick Tramway Depot site not 

being available for an omnibus garage).
Willesden
West Green
Leyton
Merton
Hackney
Forest Gate

Holloway Garage to be inserted in the list as soon as circumstances 
permit

(b) that, with a view to the modernisation of garages requiring partial construction at the 
rate of three per annum, proposals should be submitted as soon as possible for 
improvements required in the first instance at Seven Kings, Barking and Loughton 
Garages.

                       (c) that arrangements must be made for an early meeting of the Vice-Chairman with the  
General Manager (Country Omnibuses) and the Engineer and Operating Manager (Central Omnibuses) 
for the purpose of determining what sites should be selected for the permanent garages of the Board 
and the capacity of each garage to facilitate discussion relating to the Board’s policy with regard to the 
size and grouping of the Board’s garages.

From the Minutes of the Engineering Committee Meeting No 31 held on 27 February 1934

Charing Cross Embankment – Proposed Coach Station

Mr Cooper submitted a drawing showing the plan of the proposed coach station on the east site of the 
existing booking office at Charing Cross and consequent reconstruction of the booking hall as revised 
earlier 

This was approved for submission to the Assistant Commissioner of Police subject to the alteration of 
arrows to show the traffic through the coach station being worked in one direction only.

Mr Cooper submitted a drawing showing the possible development of this scheme to provide a coach 
concourse on the site of the present bill stores with additional railway booking facilities and stairs to 
platforms should additional accommodation for passengers be required.

This was noted as a satisfactory proposal if the traffic movement warranted its later adoption.

Shelters, Telephone Boxes etc. – Design

A drawing showing proposed designs for shelters was considered. It was decided that the shelters be 
formed of two units:

(a) a single seat with a map above the seat and timetables on the back.
(b) a similar seat with a telephone box at the back and timetables fixed on the back of 

the shelter on either side of the telephone box, and that units are used in the 
following combinations: 

(1)  Unit (a) alone
(2) Unit (a) doubled with the seats facing in towards the centre of the unit.
(3) Unit (b) alone
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(4) Units (a) and (b) together with seats facing in towards the centre; that screens at the  
sides of the seats be extended about 6ins; that Mr Holden reconsider the signs and 
emblems to be fixed on the masts and that a non-corrosive metal be employed.

Final drawings are to be submitted for approval.

Above: While we try not to include ultra-modern buses in the Newsletter in case it upsets the purists I 
thought maybe we could stretch a point and include a Routemaster, in this case RM 1005 photographed 
by Graham Smith while it was taking part in the route 65 re-enactment (should have used the next 
numerical one, Route 66, and got their kicks thereon......). In case anyone thought I was being sarcastic, RM
1005 is mechanically ultra-modern in being fully compliant with all the current emissions legislation; its 
owner, Sir Peter Hendy, having had it updated accordingly.

Edgware and RTs
                                                                                                                 Alan Bond
I have attached a mock up of the old RT blind display for the 292 Express which we used to run from 
EW. [I am unable to incorporate this into the Newsletter, doubtless for “technical reasons”. - Ed] There 
has been some controversy over the 'Burnt Oak Station' destination and I have been asked a number of 
times where the turning point was. The simple answer is that there wasn't one for the 292 at that point. 
From what I have been led to believe, the original intention was to use the 251 stand in Barnfield road for
evening services but the Metropolitan Traffic Commissioner would not allow the stand to be used by 
double deckers, it being a residential street. It meant that evening services on the 292, which didn't go 
down to Colindale, had to terminate at Burnt Oak. That meant that the crews had to take the bus to EW
garage for their meal break. Normally this would have been done in service using the 'when working' 
agreement but due to the shorter running times for 'dead journeys' as compared with those in service it 
would have led to inefficient scheduling in that an extra evening crew would have been required and the 
knock on effect would have been felt throughout the 292 schedule as it would have added an extra bus 
to the requirement which could not be justified. It was found that by scheduling a 'dead' run from Burnt
Oak to Edgware Station, enough time could be saved to make the overall scheduling efficient. Thus it 
was that the only 292's that ran in 'when working' were the last journeys prior to the meal relief on each
duty. The peculiarity meant that the 292 journeys that led into a meal break would terminate at Burnt 
Oak Station both morning and afternoon, with three at the end of the morning peak and six in the 
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evening. It was convenient for me when I was a conductor as it meant I could drop off the bus at Burnt 
Oak Station, catch the Underground home to Colindale for my dinner and afterwards back through to 
Edgware for the second spell of duty. I doubt that there were any other instances of an LT bus terminus
without a turning point but I am open to correction on that.

The other question that came up at one point was that of travelling time for bus crews to and from a 
relief point remote from the operating garage. I was once told that time was allowed for crews to walk, 
which would have been a bit of stretch from Edgware Station to Burnt Oak relief point, which is about a 
mile and a quarter. Since the travelling time allowed was greater on a Sunday than it was during the rest 
of the week it was obvious that the walking scenario was a no-no. The truth is that travelling time, as 
agreed with the Trade Union, was twice the service headway (combined where there were two or more 
alternative services) plus the journey time. I am not absolutely sure about the agreed definition of 
'remote' with reference to distance but it appears to have been 440 yards i.e. a quarter of a mile.

Another of the oddities of the 292 was that the last journey from Borehamwood at 23.55 ran into EW 
garage direct from the Green Man at Mill Hill. As the last 107 from Ponders End then terminated at 
Borehamwood it meant that anyone wanting Edgware would have to change at Stirling Corner to catch 
the last 292. I had a chap with a Red Rover ticket do exactly that one evening. As we passed Stirling 
corner at 2 minutes past midnight, his Red Rover was technically invalid as it was then out of date. I 
don't think any inspector would have made a fuss about it as technically we were still running the 
schedule of the previous date. On the other hand, I would not have expected to see an inspector out and
about checking tickets at that time of night unless there was a tip off about a persistent fare dodger. 
How things have changed over the sixty years since I first started as a conductor.

I don't know if this link will work but it shows the position of the erstwhile bus stand in Barnfield Road 
at Burnt Oak. What price parking a bus there now ? [It does work - Ed]

https://www.google.com/maps/@51.6017888,-0.2676624,3a,75y,180h,90t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!
1s79LlEL3ve7m1arQ0yZJMZQ!2e0!7i16384!8i8192

Transport Auctions of London

Just a reminder that the next auction is scheduled to take place on Saturday 31 July. These events are an
excellent way to cash in on all that junk you have stored for decades to the annoyance of the rest of 
the family or, of course, to add yet more valuable objects to the collection of transport treasures you 
have stored for decades to the annoyance of the rest of the family. Full details: 
enquiries@transportauctionslondon.com 

Ipswich-Felixstowe Road Run
                                                                                                        Martyn Hunt
2020 would have been the 50th road run between Ipswich and the seaside town of Felixstowe but due to
the CV19 pandemic had to be postponed, hopefully to be re-instated in 2021. The run, which 
incorporates motor bikes, cars, vans, commercial vehicles, military vehicles, fire engines and buses, 
assembles in Ipswich's Christchurch Park before a late morning departure for Felixstowe to park on the 
seafront until late afternoon. Normally approximately 550 entrants are booked in. The run is organised 
by the volunteers at the Ipswich Transport Museum (ITM) along with a main sponsor, both responsible 
for raising funds for the restoration of vehicles under the ownership of the ITM. Whilst entrants pay to 
participate the public can take advantage of what remains as the largest free "look around" in the park 
and road run in East Anglia - programmes are also free with donations made by the public to cover costs
of printing. 

Over the years many former LT vehicles have participated and we at the ITM look forward to their 
continued support in years to come.  On the following pages, a couple of photos from previous events, 
starting with RF 28 on Felixstowe Promenade, 1st May 2005, then RT 1677 in the park at Ipswich 10th May 
1988. After that comes RT 1544 pursued by a splendid Bentley at Nacton – Felixstowe Road on 6 th May 
1990.
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Sadly, both RT 1544 and 1677 were subsequently exported, 1544 reported as a 'well-kept' snack bar in 
Belgium and 1677 last heard of in Spain.
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On the following pages, RF 213 clearly undergoing restoration, is seen at Felixstowe Promenade on 4 th 
May 2003 and on the same day we see RT 2591 at the same location. The RF is currently with a group at 
Tunbridge Wells, and the RT went on to have a colourful career in and out of preservation, including a 
period of use on wedding hires with Tony Blackman in Yorkshire until being sold recently when his 
business closed down.

Finally, FOCLB Membership Secretary Robin Hood and his colleagues are regular supporters of ITM 
events either with their RF or RML.  RML 2419 is seen approaching Christchurch Park on 6th May 2018 
ahead of the road run to Felixstowe. 
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NEWS FROM THE FEDERATION OF BRITISH HISTORIC VEHICLE CLUBS

This time I have some statistics from the Federation's survey of the UK classic vehicle movement.
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Elsewhere, and I cannot locate it at present, the Federation has provided a breakdown of the numbers of
historic vehicles by type, i.e. car, tractor, motorbike, etc. It is salutary to note that buses and coaches 
make up just 1% of the known preserved vehicle parc. However, in modern Britain this is fantastic news, 
as we are now officially a minority and we can do whatever we like without any fear of reprisals; we just
scream about oppression and discrimination, call those who dare to criticise us “busists” or “bus and 
coachphobic” or “anti-bus and coach preservation” and we are in the clear. It works for all the other 
minorities, so why not for us?
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23 Years with an RF – Jim Andress's tales of life with RF 366 have been held over for a few months 
because of pressure of space, but we left the story in 2012 (in Newsletter 171, November 2020) when he 
had passed the bus on to new owners. Now read on, as they say in the best serialisations.....

The new owners of 366 have had her re-certified for commercial use and are regularly using her for 
private parties such as weddings etc. so 366 is once more earning its keep some thirty six years after 
leaving public service.

Postscript

In early December 2012 an event was organised to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the start of red
RF services on route 213, between Kingston, Sutton and Belmont and the new owners allowed 366 to 
take part, with the author as conductor. During the event 366 together with several other red RFs 
operated a free public service alongside the normal double deckers and numerous passengers were 
carried. The event took place on 2nd December, just three days before the sixtieth anniversary of the 
day in 1952 when RF 390, later re-numbered 366, was taken into the LT fleet at Chiswick works, and less 
than one month before the 60th anniversary of it embarking on its long career by starting work on route 
213 on 1st January 1953.

Above: RF 366 in Public Service at Malden Road Cheam, during the 60th Anniversary, 2nd December 2012. 
Photo: Bob Lear

Thus the author’s participation in the operation of RF 366 finally came to an end, in the most pleasant 
manner.

Editor's Note: While this finally concludes the chronological tale of Jim's days with the RF, there is still 
more to come and we start with the tale of a marathon trip to the Czech Republic.
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2003. To the Czech Republic, a real test run or an excuse for a good trip!

In late January 2003, following the major engine repairs, a test run was made to Cobham Bus Museum 
from our home at Chippenham and this showed up a few points that needed attention, including water 
jacket leaks from the bridging piece between the cylinder heads. To get at this properly the exhaust 
manifold was removed and the opportunity was taken to fit a set of new injector pipes.

After a delay in getting some new gaskets made for the exhaust manifold everything was re-assembled 
just in time to visit Cobham again for the annual April open day, when everything seemed to go OK. 
About three weeks later we attended East Grinstead Running Day and 366 again behaved well. Following
these trips we changed the oil from the straight 30 we had used for running-in and replaced it with our 
usual 20/50.

Having now apparently got everything in good order it seemed a good idea to give 366 a really good run 
and we decided to make a trip we had been considering for some years. The idea dated back to a couple 
of business trips I made in the mid-1990s to Berlin, coupled with the idea of attending the Usti nad 
Labem event in the Czech Republic.

So it came to pass, as all good stories say, that about 19-30 on the evening of Monday 5th May 2003 we 
set off from Chippenham via the M4, M25, M26 and M20, arriving at Dover at 0045 on the 6th. By 0115 we 
were on board a Sea France ferry sailing to Calais, and by 0330 French time, 0230 UK time, we were 
driving 366 onto French roads for the second time in its life, the first having been in 1985 when it took a 
party of students from “Pompey” to “Pompeii”, a trip which resulted in the failure of No 6 piston and 
the end of its career as Peckham garage sports team bus.

After filling up with cheaper French diesel we set off via Lille and Namur to Luxembourg, where we 
refuelled once more, with slightly cheaper diesel again. At this point we did a full to full fuel check and 
found we were averaging some 15 MPG, a figure which came up again at each subsequent check, except 
one which involved some serious mountain climbing, implying that not only is continental diesel cheaper
but it takes you further as well, our UK average being 12.5 MPG.

We went south from Luxembourg, avoiding the French toll motorway, and picked up the German 
autobahn and continued south, stopping from time to time for food and driver changes, finally arriving 
near Hockenheim by the FI motor racing circuit at about 1900. We looked around for somewhere to stay 
the night and after an abortive visit to some local villages we returned to the motorway, continuing 
some 40 or 50 miles before finding space to park and sleep in a service area.

The autobahn service areas fill up at night with trucks engaged in long intercontinental journeys so food
and washing facilities are provided to cope. We were therefore able to satisfy all our needs, despite the 
truck movements which started about 0500 hours. Wednesday morning saw a repeat of the fine weather
we had been having and we pressed on in steadily rising temperatures, both on board and in the engine 
compartment. We managed to prevent the engine from overheating by keeping the speed down, which 
led to some frustration for truck drivers because several stretches had overtaking bans for trucks 
because the autobahn is only two lanes for most of its length, but, by pulling off into parking places, we
managed to avoid open war.

Wednesday lunch time found us resting just short of the Czech border to which we then moved and 
spent one and a half hours waiting as we had arrived just behind a coach carrying 50 members of the 
German national shooting team who were due to take part in a match the next day, 8th May, which is a 
Public Holiday, to commemorate the liberation of Czechoslovakia from the Germans at the end of 
World War 2.

Having finally cleared the border we pressed on to the town of Beroun, about 20 miles outside Prague, 
for our pre booked hotel stop, where 366 spent the night in a supervised coach park together with a 
Dutch tourist coach, and we had an excellent meal, with wine, for four people for £25-00. Thursday 
morning was even hotter as we made our way into Prague and located the Tramway museum where we 
were to be on display for the day. Having settled 366 into its place we set off on foot to the nearby 
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castle and strolled through the surrounding park and found our way down to the river where we first 
found some shade and had lunch, the temperature by now being over 30C.

Above: RF 366 at Prague Tramway Museum.                                                          Photo: J. Andress

We had an hour or so sightseeing with the hordes of visitors, then made our way back to the museum 
and met up with various visiting British including the crews of three other buses, a Warrington Leyland 
PD?, an Eastbourne? Open-top Bristol, and an RE coach. [Eastern National, I think the Bristol was – Ed.]

The actual rally is held in the North of Czech and we set off, calling at the airport en route to pick up 
more Britons, before making our way to the pre-booked hotel at Teplice. As we headed north the sky 
became darker ahead although it got no cooler, and we had not been at the hotel long before thunder 
and lighting started which went on all night. The next morning, Friday, was distinctly cooler as we 
explored the locality in a hired car, having decided to give 366 a rest.

Saturday was the first day of the event proper and those of us gathered at the hotel took our buses to 
the local supermarket car park where we were joined by a bus from Hungary as well as two Austrian 
buses that were at the same hotel. From here we moved to a village half way to Usti where we were 
progressively joined by local buses making a convoy over twenty long. The convoy set off finally, with a 
police car in front, and made a tour of Usti before proceeding to the airfield site where some vehicles 
were already parked on the grass. I should mention here that it had rained all night! We did not go on 
the grass with 366 but got ready for our journey to take a group of people, and an interpreter, to the 
Trolleybus Depot in Teplice, which turned out to be quite interesting.

We then went to the site that has been acquired by the local bus preservation group for a transport 
museum to be created; anyone in the UK would love to have such a large site, complete with a rail 
connection.
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Above: At Czech services en route to Teplice.                                Photo: J. Andress

Unfortunately the site was awash with mud after the rain and not that many visitors came along. 
Saturday night an evening of entertainment and food was laid on for the visitors and we all had a good 
time.

The next day, Sunday, was better and as we were not programmed to do any duties we took the 
opportunity to travel on several of the preserved east European buses and had a ride on a preserved 
trolley bus that the local company put on between normal service trolleys.

Monday dawned overcast as we said our farewells and took the road north towards the German border 
about 20 miles away. What we did not fully appreciate was that a lot of it was nearly straight up, and we
covered over 7 kms in second gear at about 15 MPH. We finally arrived at the border and once more did 
battle with Czech bureaucracy before crossing the line into Germany where we learned once again that 
what goes up must come down!

Having started the descent, the rain commenced and simply poured down until we reached Dresden 
over an hour later, where we found a car park and stopped for a coffee break. Although we did not see 
much of it, Dresden appears to be a very pleasant place and seems to have fully recovered from WW2 
and the subsequent era. [It is a splendid place, with much to see and experience, well worth visiting; I 
have done so several times. - Ed]

The next phase was a steady run up the autobahn towards Berlin which we approached at about 1700. 
We decided to stop and have a meal and enter Berlin after the rush hour, which we did quite easily and 
managed to park close to the Brandenburg Gate for photos in the evening light and to buy some 
souvenirs.

We then toured round past the Reichstag, once again the seat of the German parliament, having been 
burnt down by Hitler in 1933 and left as a ruin until a few years ago. We next went down the Kurfursten 
Damm, Berlin’s high-class shopping and entertainment street, where we stopped for a photo near the 
Frauen Kirke, left in ruins as a memorial to the mistakes of the past. Having “done” Berlin we went down
the autobahn westwards and found a service area to spend another night.

Tuesday morning we continued along the autobahn, passing the famous border post on the old East 
German border before having lunch near Hannover. In the afternoon we visited the Heerenhausen 
gardens at the palace of the former Hannoverian Kings, where King George the First of Britain is buried. 
The gardens were very impressive including a fountain said to be 50% higher than Nelson’s Column. We 
then had a ride round the centre of Hannover before returning once more to the Autobahn to find a 
service area for the night.
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Wednesday we continued west for a couple of hours then turned off to visit Hameln, the town of the 
Pied Piper, which they emphasise for tourists. It is quite a pleasant town with many old buildings well 
renovated in a virtually traffic-free centre. From Hameln we went to Paderborn to visit some friends 
with the British Forces and spent a pleasant evening with them. 

Above: RF 366 at Brandenburg Gate ,Berlin May 2003.                                        Photo J Andress

Thursday found us heading west again and we crossed into Holland about 1330 and into Belgium about 
1500, arriving at Ghent about 1800 where we once again plunged straight into the centre, dodging the 
trams, before parking in a pedestrian precinct outside the town hall. We had a walk around the centre of
Ghent, a totally Flemish city, before enjoying a good meal in one of the many restaurants. We spent the 
night at services on the Ghent to Ostend Motorway and the next morning we visited Bruges and had 
coffee before collecting souvenirs, not obtained on a previous visit. Midday found us lunching in the Cite
de Europe shopping area outside Calais and we loaded onto the 1645 ferry arriving in Dover about 1715 
(BST) and reached Chippenham just before 2300.

So how did 366 behave? Apart from topping up the engine oil occasionally we just fuelled it and drove it
for about 2000 miles in 16 days. From that I feel we can conclude that the test was successful.

Next page: RF 366 at Ghent town hall, Belgium.                                           Photo J. Andress

Membership Renewals

July: David Gliddon, Philippe Grit and Nigel Martin.

August: Brian Clarke. 
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GGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

Editorial Matters:  Mike Lloyd, 42A Moss Lane, Platt Bridge, Wigan, Lancs. WN2 3TL I am always pleased 
to receive notes, news, comments and corrections as well as complete articles, etc., for the Newsletter 
and these should be sent to me at the above address or by e-mail to bream.coaches@talktalk.net  
Please do not use any other address for Newsletter contributions.

Membership enquiries and subscriptions (but not Newsletter material) to:
Robin Hood, The Grange, 61, High Street, Northwold, Norfolk, IP26 5NF. Home phone 01366 728761
Mobile for messages only, 07767 898789 E-mail, rhood@arrowpak.co.uk

Subscription rates are U.K. £20 per annum, EU countries £30 per annum and overseas, non-EU countries 
£40 per annum. UK e-mail only £5 per annum with overseas e-mail customers free because of costs to 
collect this small amount; subscribers to the paper copy are entitled to a free e-mail copy if required. 

Cheques should be made payable to “Friends of Classic London Buses of the Fifties” (IN FULL) and not 
to individuals. 

Subscriptions may be paid by bank transfer, saving postage and time, but please ensure that we know 
who you are if you use this method. 

Bank details are: International bank account number GB21MIDL40452472223309
Sort code 40-45-24; Account number 72223309; Branch identifier code MIDLGB2112F
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